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This is Newsreel Easy. I’m Christine Demsteader. In today’s
programme;

• There’s bad weather in the UK and schools are closed
• Elephants in Africa can disappear forever
• And a Justin Bieber concert is just too loud

to close att stänga
to disappear försvinna
loud högt

• Weather around the world
CD: Schools have closed in the UK because of bad weather. Some airports
have closed too.

airports flygplatser

The winter weather has been colder than usual. It has been snowing all
around the country.

vanligt usual

But in Australia it is summertime now. The city of Sydney had the hottest
day ever. It was 46 degrees.

hottest hetaste

What kind of weather do you like best? Do you like the snow or do you like
the sun? We asked pupils at the Tanto International School in Stockholm
about their favourite type of weather.
CD: Shri, tell me what type of weather you like and why?
Shri: It would be the summer because I can also go sunbathing, swimming. I
really like running around so that’s the main reason.

to sunbathe att sola
to run around att springa
runt
main reason huvudorsak

CD: And what’s your favourite type of weather and why?
Zeid: I really like summer because in the summer we go to my grandparents
in Tunisia and we go to the beach sometimes and have great fun. So that’s
why I like the summer.
CD: Alexandra, what’s your favourite type of weather and why?
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Alexandra: My favourite type of weather is probably the winter weather
because of the frost and the snow. When the sun shines on it, it’s like it
sparkles because it looks like diamonds hanging off.
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probably troligen
to shine här; att skina
to sparkle att gnistra

CD: What’s your favourite type of weather and why?
Joel: I have two favourite types of weather. I like summer because me and
my family can go to the beach and swim. And I like when it snows because
we can make snowmen and have snowball fights.

beach strand
snowball fights snöbollskrig

• African elephants in danger
CD: African elephants could disappear forever.
The number of African elephants left in the world is going down.
That’s because they are being killed. Hunters kill elephants for their tusks.

going down minskar
hunters jägare
tusks betar

Their tusks are made of ivory. The hunters sell the ivory for a lot of money.
If the hunters continue, African elephants could become extinct.
That means there won’t be any left in the world.

ivory elfenben
to continue att fortsätta
that means det betyder

• Justin concert just too loud
A woman in America took her daughter to a Justin Bieber concert.
She said the concert was so loud, she can’t hear properly now.

loud högljudd
to hear att höra
properly ordentligt

It wasn’t the music that was too loud. It was the screaming from Justin
Bieber’s fans that was too loud.

to scream att skrika

Now, the mum is going to sue Justin Bieber. She wants the pop star to pay
her money.

to sue att stämma

She wants nine million dollars because she has problems with her ears.

ears öron

That’s a lot of money. It’s around 58 million Swedish crowns.
CD: That’s all from Newsreel Easy for now. Have a look at our Facebook
page – UR Engelska. I’m Christine Demsteader. Thanks for listening.
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